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Get the benefits of Jim McLean's four golf school curriculums--the Full-Swing School, the

Short-Game School, the Management School, and the Mental School--without the four-figure

cost.Jim McLean is known as golf's complete teacher, and his golf schools (The Doral

Resort/Miami, PGA West/Palm Springs, Grand Traverse/Michigan, Legend Trail Golf

Club/Scottsdale, Royal Links/Las Vegas, Mariner's Point/San Francisco, Deer Creek/Toronto) have

been rated the best in the country by U.S. News & World Report. Blending McLean's expert advice

with over two hundred photographs detailing the syllabus of his exceptionally popular teaching

facilities, Golf School is the must-have instructional for the tens of thousands of McLean's graduates

and an irresistible and affordable golf bible for all those who dream of one day breaking eighty.Golf

School is for every level of play. High handicappers and beginners can all benefit from McLean's

detailed study of the fundamentals of golf--grip, stance, posture, aim, and alignment. Low

handicappers will be drawn to the author's advice on the mental game, course management, and

how to become a "player"--someone capable of firing rounds in the sixties. In addition to the basics

and the more advanced elements of the game, McLean shares his secrets for attaining consistency

on the links with pre- and post-round practice tips and homework assignments designed to

complete between rounds.No other golf instructor has brought the golf school experience to the

written page. For the first time, golfers will be able to attend a golf school tuition-free with one of the

greatest living teachers from the comfort of their own backyards.
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I strongly suggest you get this book to improve your golf swing, confidence, & score. This book

covers everything in great detail, yet in understandable chunks.I benefitted from McLean's Pinch

drill. The drill teaches you to not fear compressing the ball by striking the ball first then the ground.

McLean thoroughly explains how to do this drill. This improved my ball striking immediately!!The

other benefit was learning how to make an effortless, tension free, swing and using the movement

of the lower body to establish pivot points for the swing. The arms just passively respond to the

movement of the lower body. This is a key swing thought for me.I suggest you also read Michael

McTeigue's The Keys to the Effortless Golf Swing. McLean & McTeigue compliment one another. I

suggest reading McTeigue first to learn his Lighthouse method then read McLean to build on

McTeigue's Effortless Swing keys. I am now hitting solidly every club from the tee, fairway, rough,

bunkers, chips, pitches & putts on the green.McLean & McTeigue are the best books I have in my

golf library. I highly recommend both for serious improvement to your golf swing.

Although this book is for golfers at all levels, it is probably best for those who have some knowledge

of the game. This is one that will be read over and over again. I have been through it twice and am

now on the third reading, bookmarking those sections that, for me, are the most importand. The

drawings will be a little difficult for the novice but if looked at with a golf club in hand, they will make

sense. I have been (tried to be a golfer) for more than 40 years and have read most of the books on

the market and this book by Jim Mclean is by far the best.

I bought this as a used edition. It came in absolutely superb shape. It is terrific. Of all the golf books

I have bought recently, this one is the most useful and comprehensive. Jim McLean is well-known

as a great instructor. This comes through in the book. He covers all aspects of the game with

immediately useful information and wonderful drills you can do. The illustrations are unusually good

and useful.Not only should anyone who likes golf have this in their library, but the careful reader can

use this book and a range to create their own personal golf school. It sure would save a lot of

money. I think the time to see the pro is AFTER you have gone through the book and practiced it.



Very clear and concise explanations on what and how to accomplish in each phase of the golf

swing. This book is extremely beneficial;for all golfers at any level. My only regret is that I did not

read it sooner. The drills complement the explanations very well. Definitely a keeper in my golf

library as a quick reference guide. Of course, any serious student of the game of golf should also

take lessons. Again, very pleased I purchased this book!

Golf instruction books need illustrations.....lots of them. This book does not have enough. McLean is

a good teacher but you need him to actually show you how to do what he says. It is like learning to

drive without a car.What he has to offer is technically sound but you need to demonstrate how to do

it.

I believe these drills and understanding of the swing taught in this book will truly improve your game,

it did mine.

Excellent shot by shot instruction with good illustrations. Additionally, there are very good shot

saving ideas, game management information and fundamental instruction without being too "basic".

Very good book to assist players looking to consistently shoot in the 80's.

Good learning tool. I learned to make better use of my practice time. My entire golf game has

improved by ten strokes.
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